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apan’s Foreign Affairs Minister Toshimitsu

Motegi and Minister of Defence Taro Kono

visited India to attend the inaugural meeting

of India-Japan Foreign and Defence Ministerial

Dialogue (2+2) on November 30, 2019. Upon their

calling on the Indian Prime Minister Narendra

Modi, the latter expressed his satisfaction at the

two sides being able to accomplish this goal set by

him and Prime Minister Shinzo Abe during the 13th

India-Japan Annual Summit held in Japan in

October 2018. The India-Japan Foreign and

Defence Ministerial Dialogue (2+2) is expected

to further deepen bilateral strategic, security and

defence cooperation between India and Japan. The

importance of all-round development in India-Japan

relations requires regular high-level exchanges

between the two countries. Prime Minister Modi

also mentioned that Prime Minister Abe and he

attach great importance to strengthen the bilateral

partnership between the two countries. India’s

relationship with Japan is a key component of New

Delhi’s vision for peace, stability and prosperity in

the Indo-Pacific region, as well as a cornerstone

of India’s Act East Policy.1

At the commencement of the first India-Japan

2+2 Foreign and Defence Ministerial Meeting, the

Defence Minister of India, Rajnath Singh and

Dr Monika Chansoria*

The Contemporary Graph of Japan-India Relations:
Institutionalised, Balanced, Robust
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External Affairs Minister, S. Jaishankar, along with

their Japanese counterparts Toshimitsu Motegi and

Taro Kono affirmed that this dialogue will further

enhance the strategic depth of bilateral security

and defence cooperation. Held on November 30,

2019, in New Delhi for the first time, the meeting

acknowledged the emerging security challenges,

and their commitment to advancing bilateral security

cooperation based on the 2008 Joint Declaration

on Security Cooperation, and, 2009 Action

Plan to advance Security Cooperation. India

and Japan hold a shared vision of a free, open,

inclusive and rules-based Indo-Pacific region in

which the principles of sovereignty and territorial

integrity are ensured, and all countries enjoy the

freedom of navigation and overflight. Further,

strengthening of bilateral cooperation is in the

mutual interest of both countries that shall

concurrently help in furthering the cause of peace,

security and prosperity in the Indo-Pacific region.2

The second India-Japan 2+2 Foreign and Defence

Ministerial Meeting is slated to be held in Tokyo.

Bilateral Defence Ties
India and Japan have made considerable

progress in deepening bilateral defence cooperation

since 2018 by initiating bilateral exercises between
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all three components of their defence forces. These

bilateral exercises between the defence forces

shall be held regularly and further expanded

especially the more recent Dharma Guardian-

2019 and the second Shinyuu-Maitri-2019.

Tokyo and New Delhi shall also proceed with

coordination for the first India-Japan joint fighter

aircraft exercise in Japan. Additionally, there is

significant progress made in the negotiations of

Acquisition and Cross-Servicing Agreement

(ACSA) since the announcement to commence

negotiations was made in October 2018. It is

desirable for both nations for an early conclusion

of the negotiations since the agreement will further

contribute to enhancing bilateral defence

cooperation.3

It would not be inappropriate to state that

DCAs have evolved as a novel form of defence

cooperation. At their core, these agreements

establish long-term institutional frameworks for

routine bilateral defence relations, including

coordination of defence policies, joint military

exercises, working groups and committees, training

and educational exchanges, defence-related

research and development, and procurement. The

flexibility implies that DCAs can both improve

traditional defence capabilities and address protean

non-traditional threats like terrorism, trafficking,

piracy, and cybersecurity. Importantly, DCAs are

not alliances. And unlike the forms of defence

cooperation that dominated great-power politics

during the Cold War, DCAs are typically highly

symmetric, mutually committing signatories to a

common set of guidelines.4 In this reference

specifically, maritime safety and security and safety

is an area of major focus. Ensuring maritime safety

in achieving a free, open, inclusive and rules-based

Indo-Pacific is a long-term goal for both Japan

and India. Promoting cooperation in the field of

capacity-building in maritime security and Maritime

Domain Awareness including through cooperation

with other countries figures on the charter for future

defence cooperation.

Arguing contextually in the above regard,

setting up of an Information Fusion Centre – Indian

Ocean Region (IFC-IOR) at the Information

Management and Analysis Centre (IMAC) facility

in Gurugram, by India, in December 2018 is a

welcome initiative. The IMAC facility is the single

point centre linking all the coastal radar chains to

generate a seamless real-time picture of the nearly

7,500-km coastline. The IFC-IOR serves as the

nodal centre for promoting collaborative maritime

safety and security towards a peaceful, stable and

prosperous Indian Ocean Region.5 The objective

is to enhance maritime domain awareness and

coordinate activities through information sharing,

cooperation, and expertise development along with

partner nations and agencies. By means of this

framework, partner nations and multi-national

maritime constructs will engage to develop

comprehensive maritime domain awareness and

share information on vessels of interest. The

intention of this collaborative endeavour shall be

to secure the global commons.6

While the information exchange at the IFC-

IOR would be undertaken initially by virtual means,

using telephone calls, faxes, e-mails and video

conferencing over the internet, subsequently, to

enable better interaction, and quicker analysis of

information to provide timely inputs, the IFC-IOR

would host Liaison Officers from partner countries.
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For the same, India is also looking forward to the

dispatch of a liaison officer from Japan at the IFC-

IOR in the near future. Additionally, towards

enhancing capability-building, the IFC-IOR would

undertake conduct of exercises and training

capsules in maritime information collation and

sharing.7 The IFC tracks and monitors 75,000 –

1.5 lakh shipping vessels in real-time round-the-

clock. Besides, the IFC is also actively interacting

with the maritime community and has already built

linkages with 18 countries and 15 multinational and

maritime security centres.8

Moreover, the exchange of information based

on the Implementing Arrangement for Deeper

Cooperation between the Japan Maritime Self-

defence Force and the Indian Navy signed in 2018

has already commenced.9 India and Japan find

agreement upon the need to further strengthen

defence equipment and technology cooperation

and need to work productively on discussions during

the fifth Joint Working Group on Defence

Equipment and Technology Cooperation (JWG-

DETC). In this context, the progress on

cooperative research in the area of Unmanned

Ground Vehicle (UGV)/Robotics is welcome.

Institutionalising Defence Cooperation
Bilateral defence cooperation agreements

(DCAs) have become the most common form of

institutionalised defence cooperation. These formal

agreements establish broad defence-oriented legal

frameworks between signatories, facilitating

cooperation in fundamental areas such as defence

policy coordination, research and development, joint

military exercises, education and training, arms

procurement, and exchange of classified

information.10 Nearly a thousand DCAs are

currently in force, with potentially wide-ranging

impacts on national and international security

outcomes. Shifts in the global security environment

since the 1980s fuelled the demand for DCAs. Ever

since, States are known to have used DCAs to

modernise their militaries, respond to shared security

threats, and establish security umbrellas with like-

minded states. Faced with an increasingly complex

security environment, states use DCAs11 to:

 Modernise their militaries and improve their

defence capacities

 Improve coordinated responses to common

security threats, and

 Align themselves with communities of like-

minded collaborators

The primary goal of DCAs, then, is to

encourage substantive cooperation in the core

areas as cited below.12 DCAs emphasise day-to-

day interactions in core defence areas, which

typically include:

a) mutual consultation and defence policy

coordination

b) joint exercises, training, and education

c) coordination in peacekeeping operations

d) defence-related research and development

e) defence industrial cooperation

f) weapons procurement; and

g) security of classified information

Japan, India, and the
Indian Ocean Region

The Indian Ocean Region (IOR) countries

share the same challenges and opportunities:

strategic location, access to limitless unexploited

maritime resources, vulnerability to natural
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disasters, political instability, and facing economic

and politico-security dominance by China. The

strategic node of the Indian Ocean is so crucial

that the power that shall control the Indian Ocean

is likely to control entire Asia. In the said reference,

Japan’s growing role, presence and interest in the

Indian Ocean Region is noteworthy. Acting more

proactively in the IOR, Japan participated in joint

exercises that were conducted between the

Ground, Maritime and Air Self-Defence Forces

of Japan and the Indian Army, Navy and Air Force

in 2018. Prior to that, since 2017, the Japanese

helicopter aircraft carriers “Izumo” and “Kaga”

which will be designated as aircraft carriers, have

regularly visited India and Sri Lanka annually.13

Japan is also investing substantially in many

infrastructure projects in the coastal countries along

the Indian Ocean including in a joint venture with

India to build the Colombo’s East Container

Terminal Port in Sri Lanka.

The security situation in the Indian Ocean is

becoming one of ever growing concern. At any

time, six to eight Chinese naval vessels are being

dispatched to the northern Indian Ocean.14 China’s

influence and assertiveness in the IOR has been

growing steadily. Towards the west, Beijing has

made considerable investments in East African

countries like Kenya, Djibouti, and Tanzania.

Towards the east, Chinese investments in

Indonesia run into billions, and Australia becoming

its “key partner” in its pursuit of a new trade

bloc. In the northern Indian Ocean, the One Belt

One Road initiative cuts across strategic ports,

both economically and militarily.15 This, of course,

is a cause of concern for many littoral nations

including Japan given that the sea lanes carrying

energy resources from West Asia to Japan critically

pass through the Indian Ocean.

Given that Japan’s Maritime Self Defence

Force protects the seas around Japan and the South

China Sea, the number of warships that JMSDF

can send to the Indian Ocean remains limited.

However, the area where Japan should take the

lead is in assuming the role of becoming the primary

technology provider to countries in the Indian

Ocean Region.16 Taking precedents from the past,

regions where Japan has provided technical

assistance, such as Northeast Asia and Southeast

Asia, have become successful economic

development models. Japan’s technological

capabilities distinguish it as a world-class innovator,

and thus Japan should not only export hardware,

such as defence equipment and infrastructure but

also provide training to IOR countries.17 For

instance, the Indian Navy is expanding its naval

presence in the Indian Ocean, although its efforts

get hampered by ageing equipment and inadequate

anti-submarine capability, an area where Japanese

technical collaboration could prove to be beneficial,

in addition to bolstering Japan’s defence industry

with increased sales to IOR countries.

In more recent years, Japan has joined eight

major port construction or renovation projects, all

in the Indian Ocean Region. From Mombasa

(Kenya) to Providence, these projects represent

the rising graph of Japanese investments in the

region. From a meagre 1.1 per cent of Japanese

Foreign Direct Investment in 1999, the IOR

countries commanded 21.3 per cent in 2014.18

Japan’s trade with IOR nations shot up to USD

225 billion. Similar was the fate of energy reliance.

In 2012, 83 per cent of Japan’s oil imports came
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from West Asia (through the Indian Ocean), rising

further from being 70 per cent during the decade

of the 1980s.19 Between 2011-2014, the raw

materials that Japan imported from the IOR were

66.5 per cent.20

India, Japan, and Multilateral
Cooperation

During US President Donald Trump’s visit to

India in February 2020, the vision for a “free and

open Indo-Pacific,” expansion of the Washington-

New Delhi bilateral security cooperation, bolstering

cooperation between the US, India, and Japan, as

well as strengthening ties between the Quad

comprising Japan, India, Australia and the US was

confirmed. It has been advocated that the Quad

nations should lead the way to make substantive

progress on the initiative.21 In this reference, the

frequent reciprocal exchange between the

leadership of the Quad countries becomes an

indispensable prerequisite. In order to curb China’s

strong-arm maritime expansionism, and for

protecting unhindered navigation, it is imperative

for Japan, the United States, India, and Australia

to ramp up cooperation on various fronts and keep

China in check.22 Japan and India, as well as Japan

and Australia, respectively, have decided to conduct

reciprocal visits by their leaders every alternate year.

In April 2017, the 3rd Japan-India Maritime

Dialogue was held in Tokyo and was represented

by Toshiro Iijima, Japan’s Ambassador for Policy

Planning and International Security and Pankaj

Sharma, Joint Secretary, Disarmament and

International Security Affairs, Ministry of Foreign

Affairs from India. The purpose of this dialogue

was to strengthen cooperation between Japan and

India in the field of maritime security. Further, within

the trilateral framework between Japan, the United

States, and India, summit talks took place in 2018,

and again in 2019, when the leaders exchanged

views about the future of the Indo-Pacific region.

The four powers have also sought to jointly play a

central role in encouraging member states of the

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN),

as well as other neighbouring countries bordering

the Indian Ocean, to take part in this vision for the

Indo-Pacific region.

Earlier, in the realm of multilateral cooperation,

the Japan-India-US Summit Meetings in November

2018 and June 2019 have become a major

benchmark of the strong and continuing

foundational trilateral cooperation. More recently,

the trilateral has been represented by:

 MALABAR 2019 held from September-

October 2019 off the coast of Japan

 Mine-countermeasures exercise (MINEX)

held in Japan in July 2019

 Cope India 2018 in which Japan

participated as an observer in December

2018

In the field of regional and international affairs,

India and Japan find agreement in their views on

supporting ASEAN centrality and unity for

promoting peace and prosperity of the Indo-Pacific

as part of which, came the adoption of the ASEAN

Outlook on the Indo-Pacific (AOIP) during the

34th ASEAN Summit held in Thailand in June 2019.

Tokyo and New Delhi are committed to working

together with ASEAN for achieving their shared

objectives, and also reiterating their support for

various ASEAN-led frameworks such as the East

Asia Summit (EAS), the ASEAN Regional Forum
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(ARF) and ASEAN Defence Ministers’ Meeting-

Plus (ADMM-Plus).

At the 14th EAS, India announced an “Indo-

Pacific Oceans Initiative” to create a safe, secure,

stable, prosperous and sustainable maritime domain

– a declaration that was welcomed by Japan as

both confirmed to discuss concrete cooperation

based on the initiative. On similar lines, India has

welcomed Japan’s “Vientiane Vision 2.0” in

November 2019. This vision finds overlapping and

harmoniously congruent themes of ASEAN

principles such as openness, transparency,

inclusivity and a rules-based framework, which

have been outlined in the ASEAN Outlook on the

Indo-Pacific, with those featuring in Japan’s own

vision for a Free and Open Indo-Pacific. The

2.0 framework is an updated version of the initiative

for defence cooperation between Japan and

ASEAN that revisits Japan’s past three years’

endeavours on defence cooperation with ASEAN

as per the Vientiane Vision announced in 2016.

The 2.0 version redefines the vision in line with

the concept of the Indo-Pacific and presents three

principles for Japanese defence cooperation with

ASEAN, including enhancement of resilience as

one of the ends. As part of a concerted whole of

government effort, Japan’s Ministry of Defence

will conduct practical cooperation by combining

the following measures.23

 Promoting Shared Understanding of

International Norms – sharing knowledge

on international norms and practices

 Defence Cooperation Program –

assisting ASEAN’s proactive efforts for

enhancing its collective capabilities by

sending JSDF personnel to Southeast Asia

and inviting ASEAN practitioners to Japan

 Defence Equipment and Technology

Cooperation – transferring equipment and

technology, developing human resources,

etc.

 Joint Training and Exercises – conducting

bilateral and multilateral joint exercises,

expanding forms of participation and inviting

ASEAN observers to JSDF training

 Human Resource Development and

Academic Exchanges – reinforcing human

networks among students and trainees, etc.

In wake of the recent developments in the

South China Sea and keeping in view the

Chairman’s Statement during the 14th EAS, India

and Japan have placed prime focus on the

importance of freedom of navigation and overflight,

unimpeded lawful commerce and peaceful

resolution of disputes with full respect for legal

and diplomatic processes in accordance with the

universally recognised principles of international

law, including those reflected in the United Nations

Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).

The negotiations of a Code of Conduct (COC)

should be taken note of and should be effective,

substantive, and consistent with international law,

including the UNCLOS, ensure freedom of navigation

and must not prejudice the rights and interests of the

stakeholders using the South China Sea and freedoms

of all states under international law.

During the 8th round of the India-Japan

Bilateral Consultations on Disarmament, Non-

Proliferation and Export Control held in Tokyo on

December 23, 2019, both nations reiterated the

importance of dialogue as an important mechanism

between the two countries. While the Indian
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delegation was led by Indra Mani Pandey,

Additional Secretary (Disarmament and

International Security Affairs), Ministry of External

Affairs, the Japanese delegation was led by

Hisajima Naoto, Director-General, Disarmament,

Non-Proliferation and Science Department,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs.24 Similarly, during the

5th round of the India-Japan Maritime Affairs

Dialogue held in Tokyo on December 24, 2019,

the underlying theme of further strengthening

maritime cooperation was reiterated.

The Constructivist Concept and
Interaction in Indo-Japanese
Foreign Policy

In the case of states that are unsure of the

others’ trustworthiness or unsure about the types

of agreements others are willing to sign,

the supply of DCAs will remain low.25 The case

of India and Japan stands divergent to this

submission. Foreign policy decision-making is an

outcome of how individual political leaders

bestowed with power perceive and analyse events

and how their motivations hold a bearing upon the

conclusions they ultimately arrive upon. It is often

found that culture, geography, history, ideology, and

self-conceptions shape the thought process of a

decision-maker, forming, what often is referred to

as the psycho-socio milieu of decision-making.26

Based on the constructivist concept, wherein

identity, norms, and interaction of personalities

remain vital components, the equation between

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his

Japanese counterpart Shinzo Abe speaks volumes.

The commonality of aiming towards economic

development and growth that gets coupled with

greater national strength and nationalism can be

gauged from Abe’s idea and policy of “Japan is

back” and Modi’s idea of “Shreshtha Bharat”

(Great India).27 The systemic conditions have

presented a favourable platform for this duo to

bring to light, “…dawn of a new era in India-Japan

relations”. Moreover, as PM Modi stated on an

occasion “…[The] India-Japan partnership has

been fundamentally transformed and has been

strengthened as a ‘special strategic and global

partnership’… There are no negatives but only

opportunities in this relationship which are waiting

to be seized.”28

Providing further credence to this thought,

Modi underlined the significance of India and Japan

being liberal democracies, which provides them

with a solid foundation to converge at various levels

on the Asian stage. With a shared perspective on

the future geopolitical and economic order of Asia,

Modi and Abe are often viewed as leaders of a

new prospective dawn of an alternative regional

Asian dynamic. Personality impact in foreign policy

decision-making may not necessarily be exclusive.

It hinges on cognitive processes including

perceptive reasoning that defines the behaviour of

nation-states based upon existential constraints of

the international system as well as compulsions of

domestic political structures. Modi’s assurances

to Japanese investors that a “red carpet” and not

“red tape” would welcome them in India exhibited

his intent and resolve to rewrite the rules of doing

business in India. In fact, it is the flexibility in the

political environs that tends to create variable

boundaries in decision-making, more so, in the

realm of foreign policy. These systemic conditions

have presented a favourable platform for Modi
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and Abe to envision and operationalise what has

been termed as “...the dawn of a new era in India-

Japan relations”.29

Conclusion
The constructivist concept vis-à-vis interaction

of personalities is a defining factor that will likely

shape the current and future trajectory of India-

Japan relations. Since Abe and Modi share similar

perspectives on Asia’s future geopolitical and

economic order, they should not let go of the solid

foundation and convergences at the strategic level

for greater leverage and say in the future security

design of Asia. The time has come to make flexible,

the variable boundaries in decision-making that

political environs tend to create in the realm of

foreign policy and achieve strategic deliverables

in the coming years, without allowing any external

third factor to cast a shadow on the meteoric rise

in Indo-Japanese ties. The Modi-Abe leadership

combine exhibits showmanship, content, and

cognitive consistency by means of converging

themes of nationalism, coupled with motivated

eagerness to initiate action-driven towards ushering

in an era of policy-oriented change, domestically,

bilaterally, and regionally.
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